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1 Introduction
On the rectangle D = [a,b]× [c,d] we consider the Darboux problem
∂u(t,x)





u(t, c) = ϕ(t) for t ∈ [a,b], u(a,x) =ψ(x) for x ∈ [c,d], (.)
where p,q : D → R are Lebesgue integrable functions, τ : D → [a,b] and μ : D → [c,d]
are measurable functions, and ϕ : [a,b] → R, ψ : [c,d] → R are absolutely continuous
functions such that ϕ(a) = ψ(c). By a solution to problem (.), (.) we mean a function
u : D →R absolutely continuous onD in the sense of Carathéodorya which satisﬁes equal-
ity (.) almost everywhere in D and veriﬁes the initial conditions (.).
It is well known that theorems on diﬀerential inequalities (maximum principles in other
terminology) play an important role in the theory of both ordinary and partial diﬀer-
ential equations. For example, theorems on hyperbolic diﬀerential inequalities dealing
with classical as well as Carathéodory solutions are studied in [–]. By using these state-
ments, in particular, the method of lower and upper functions and monotone iterative
techniques can be developed to derive solvability results for hyperbolic equations sub-
jected to various initial conditions (Darboux, Cauchy, Goursat, etc.) as is done, e.g., in
[, –].
In this paper we continue the study of theorems on linear hyperbolic diﬀerential in-
equalities initiated in [], where a more general functional-diﬀerential equation with a
©2014 Lomtatidze and Šremr; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Com-
mons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and repro-
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linear operator  : C(D;R) → L(D;R) on the right-hand side is investigated and (.) is
considered as a particular case of it.
We have introduced the following deﬁnition in [].
Deﬁnition . Let p : D → R be a Lebesgue integrable function and τ : D → [a,b],
μ : D → [c,d] be measurable functions. We say that the principle on diﬀerential inequali-
ties (maximum principle) holds for (.) and we write (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) if for any function
u : D → R absolutely continuous on D in the sense of Carathéodoryb satisfying the in-
equalities
∂u(t,x)




for a.e. (t,x) ∈D,
∂u(t, c)
∂t ≥  for a.e. t ∈ [a,b],
∂u(a,x)
∂x ≥  for a.e. x ∈ [c,d],
u(a, c)≥ ,
the relation
u(t,x)≥  for (t,x) ∈D (.)
holds.
It is also mentioned in [] that under the assumption (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D), problem (.),
(.) has a unique (Carathéodory) solution and this solution satisﬁes (.) provided
q(t,x)≥  for a.e. (t,x) ∈D, ϕ(a) =ψ(c)≥ ,
ϕ′(t)≥  for a.e. t ∈ [a,b], ψ ′(x)≥  for a.e. x ∈ [c,d].
Moreover, some eﬃcient conditions are given in [] for the validity of the inclusion
(p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) in the case, where
p(t,x)≥  for a.e. (t,x) ∈D. (.)
From those results it follows that, in the case (.), the hyperbolic equation (.) is similar
in a certain sense to ﬁrst-order ordinary diﬀerential equations, which is already noted in
the book ofWalter []. It is worthmentioning here that Deﬁnition . is in compliancewith
the formulation of a theorem on diﬀerential inequalities given in [, Theorem ], where
the case (.) is also considered.
On the other hand, if
p(t,x)≤  for a.e. (t,x) ∈D, (.)
then the explanation of Walter that hyperbolic equations are ‘similar’ to ﬁrst-order ordi-
nary diﬀerential equations does not hold because even for (.) with
τ (t,x) := t, μ(t,x) := x for (t,x) ∈D, (.)
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oscillatory solutionsmay occur. In this case, the properties of hyperbolic equation (.) are
‘closer’ to properties of ordinary diﬀerential equations of the second order. In [], we got
a general suﬃcient condition for the validity of the inclusion (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) in the case
(.) under the assumption that (.) is delayed in both arguments, i.e., if the inequalities
∣∣p(t,x)∣∣(τ (t,x) – t)≤ , ∣∣p(t,x)∣∣(μ(t,x) – x)≤  for a.e. (t,x) ∈D (.)
hold (see Lemma . below). Using that general result, we have also proved in [] that if
p, μ, and τ satisfy conditions (.) and (.), then (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) provided
∫∫
D
∣∣p(t,x)∣∣dt dx≤ . (.)
Note that assumption (.) is not restrictive in the case (.) because it is necessary, as
is shown in []. Moreover, inequality (.) cannot, in general, be improved (see [, Ex-
ample .]). However, it does not mean that inequality (.) is necessary and cannot be
weakened in particular cases. In this paper, we give eﬃcient criteria for the validity of the
inclusion (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) in the case when (.) holds optimally for equations which are
‘close’ to the equation without argument deviations,
∂u(t,x)
∂t ∂x = p(t,x)u(t,x) + q(t,x). (.)
It is well known that, without any additional assumptions, theDarboux problem (.), (.)
has a unique (Carathéodory) solution u (see [, Existensatz, α(y) = ] and [, Remarks
(b), (c)]) and this solution admits the integral representation













Z(t,x, s,η)q(s,η) dηds for (t,x) ∈D (.)
(see [, Theorem .] and [, Section .] for continuous p, q), where Z are the Riemann
functions of the homogeneous equation
∂u(t,x)
∂t ∂x = p(t,x)u(t,x). (.)
Recall that, for any (t,x) ∈D, the Riemann function Z(t,x, ·, ·) is deﬁned as a solution
to (.) satisfying the initial conditions
u(t,x) =  for t ∈ [a,b], u(t,x) =  for x ∈ [c,d].
Therefore, it follows from equality (.) and Deﬁnition . that a theorem on diﬀerential
inequalities holds for (.) if and only if
Z(t,x, s,η)≥  for a≤ s≤ t ≤ b, c≤ η ≤ x≤ d. (.)
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Unfortunately, the Riemann functions can be explicitly written only in some simple cases.
In particular, for (.) with a constant non-positive coeﬃcient p the following proposition
holds (see, e.g., [, Section .] or [, Example .]).
Proposition . Let k ≤ , the functions τ , μ be deﬁned by relations (.), and
p(t,x) := k for (t,x) ∈D. (.)




(b – a)(d – c) , (.)
where j denotes the ﬁrst positive zero of the Bessel function J.
In Section , we consider the case (.) and we present new eﬀective conditions for the
validity of the inclusion (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) that are proved later in Section  by comparing
(.) with a linear hyperbolic equation without argument deviations.
2 Main results
For any ν > –, let Jν denote the Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and order ν and let jν be




s–νJν(s) for s > ,
–ν 

(+ν) for s = ,
(.)
where 
 is the standard gamma function.
Theorem. Let p : D →R be a Lebesgue integrable function and τ : D → [a,b],μ : D →
[c,d] be measurable functions satisfying conditions (.) and (.).Moreover, let there exist
numbers λ ∈ ], ], α ∈ [, [, and β ∈ [,α] such that the inequalities
[
(t – a)(x – c)
]–λ∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ λ
j–α
[(b – a)(d – c)]λ , (.)[
(t – a)(x – c)






















are fulﬁlled a.e. on D, where
z(t,x) := j–α
[ (t – a)(x – c)
(b – a)(d – c)
] λ

for (t,x) ∈D. (.)
Then the theorem on diﬀerential inequalities holds for (.), i.e., (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D).
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Remark . As we have mentioned above, assumption (.) in Theorem . is necessary
for the validity of the inclusion (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) in the case where inequality (.) holds
(see []).
Remark . Theorem . cannot be improved in the sense that assumption (.) cannot
be, in general, replaced by the assumption
[
(t – a)(x – c)
]–λ∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ ( + ε)λ
j–α
[(b – a)(d – c)]λ ,
no matter how small ε >  is. Indeed, if p, τ , and μ are deﬁned by (.) and (.) with
k ≤ , then assumptions (.) and (.) of Theorem . hold with α = β = , λ = , and
inequality (.) takes the form (.), which is, in this case, necessary for the validity of the
inclusion (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D) as is stated in Proposition ..
Remark . Observe that if τ (t,x) = t for a.e. (t,x) ∈D then the left-hand side of inequal-
ity (.) is equal to zero. Therefore, assumption (.) of Theorem . says how ‘close’ τ (t,x)
must be to t, and this ‘closeness’ is understood through the composition of the functions
E–α and z. Similarly, ‘closeness’ of μ(t,x) to x is required in assumption (.).
The meaning of assumptions (.) and (.) of Theorem . is more transparent in the
following two corollaries.
Corollary . Let p : D → R be a Lebesgue integrable function and τ : D → [a,b],
μ : D → [c,d] be measurable functions satisfying conditions (.) and (.). Moreover, let
there exist numbers λ ∈ ], ], α ∈ [, [, and β ∈ [,α] such that inequalities (.),
(t – a)– λ (x – c)
(
(t – a) λ –
(
τ (t,x) – a
) λ

)∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ λβ j∗–α , (.)
(t – a)(x – c)– λ
(





)∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ λ(α – β) j∗–α (.)





Then (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D).
Remark . It follows from the proof of Corollary . that the number j∗–α on the right-













respectively, where the function z is deﬁned by (.).
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Corollary . Let p : D → R be a Lebesgue integrable function and τ : D → [a,b],
μ : D → [c,d] be measurable functions satisfying conditions (.) and (.). Moreover, let
there exist numbers α ∈ [, [ and β ∈ [,α] such that the inequalities
∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ j–α(b – a)(d – c) , (.)
(x – c)
(
t – τ (t,x)




)∣∣p(t,x)∣∣≤ (α – β)j∗–α (.)
are fulﬁlled a.e. on D, where the number j∗–α is deﬁned by formula (.). Then (p, τ ,μ) ∈
Sac(D).
Remark . Corollary . improves Corollary . with λ = . Indeed, for a.e. (t,x) ∈ D




t – a –
√





t – a +
√
τ (t,x) – a
(




t – τ (t,x)
)
and thus inequality (.) with λ =  yields the validity of inequality (.). Analogously,
inequality (.) follows from inequality (.) with λ = .
3 Proofs
The following notation is used throughout this section.






















To prove the main results stated in the previous section we need the next three lemmas.







(ν +m + ) for s≥ .
(ii) Eν() >  and jν is the ﬁrst positive zero of the function Eν .
(iii) E′ν(s) = –sEν+(s) for s≥ .
(iv) jν < jν+.
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(v) The function E(i)ν : [, +∞[→R is continuous for i = , , .
(vi) sE′′ν (s) + ( + ν)sE′ν(s) + sEν(s) =  for s≥ .
Proof (i), (ii): It follows from (.), the deﬁnition of the function Jν (see, e.g., [, Chap-
ter III, Section .]), and the fact that 
(x) >  for every x > .
(iii): Since the series in assertion (i) converges uniformly on every closed subinterval of
[, +∞[, we can take its derivative term-by-term and thus assertion (iii) follows immedi-
ately from (i).
(iv): See [, Chapter XV, Section .].
(v): It follows from assertions (i) and (iii).
(vi): The function Jν is a solution to the Bessel equation and thus we have










Jν(s) =  for s > 
(see, e.g., [, Chapter III, Section .]). Consequently, by direct calculation we can check
that the function Eν satisﬁes the desired equality for every s > . It remains to mention
that for s = , the validity of the desired equality is obvious. 
Lemma . ([, Theorem .]) The following three statements are equivalent:
() The function v : D →R is absolutely continuous on D in the sense of Carathéodory.c
() v ∈ C∗(D;R), i.e., the function v : D →R admits the representation











f (s,η) dηds for (t,x) ∈D,
where e ∈R and k : [a,b]→R, l : [c,d]→R, and f : D →R are Lebesgue integrable
functions.
() The function v : D →R satisﬁes the conditions:
(a) the function v(·,x) : [a,b]→R is absolutely continuous for every x ∈ [c,d] and
the function v(a, ·) : [c,d]→R is absolutely continuous;
(b) the function v′[](t, ·) : [c,d]→R is absolutely continuous for almost all t ∈ [a,b];
(c) the function v′′[,] : D →R is Lebesgue integrable.
Lemma . Let p : D →R be a Lebesgue integrable function and τ : D → [a,b], μ : D →
[c,d] be measurable functions satisfying conditions (.) and (.).Assume that there exists





for a.e. (t,x) ∈D, (.)
γ ′[](t, c)≤  for a.e. t ∈ [a,b], γ ′[](a,x)≤  for a.e. x ∈ [c,d] (.)
and
γ (t,x) >  for (t,x) ∈ [a,b[×[c,d[. (.)
Then (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D).
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for a.e. (t,x) ∈D and all continuous functions v : D →R. 
Proof of Theorem . Let




for (t,x) ∈D, (.)
where the functions E–α and z are deﬁned by (.) and (.), respectively. It is clear that





and thus, in view of Lemma .(ii), the function γ satisﬁes inequalities (.) and (.). Since
the functions z(·,x) and z(t, ·) are absolutely continuous for every x ∈ [c,d] and t ∈ [a,b],
by virtue of Lemma .(v), we conclude that the functions γ (·,x) and γ (t, ·) are absolutely
continuous for every x ∈ [c,d] and t ∈ [a,b], respectively. Moreover, we have






t – a for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× [c,d] (.)
and






x – c for (t,x) ∈ [a,b]× ]c,d]. (.)
Now, in view of Lemma .(v), it follows from (.) that the function γ ′[](t, ·) is absolutely
continuous for every t ∈ ]a,b] and
γ ′′[,](t,x) =
λ










for every (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× ]c,d]. Therefore, by using equalities (.), (.)-(.), and Lem-
ma .(vi), we get




[(b – a)(d – c)]λ

[(t – a)(x – c)]–λ γ (t,x)




t – a γ
′
[](t,x) for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× ]c,d], (.)
which shows, in particular, that the function γ ′′[,] is Lebesgue integrable on D. Conse-
quently, Lemma . guarantees that γ ∈ C∗(D;R). Moreover, by using Lemma .(iii), (iv),
we get
γ ′[](t,x)≤  for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× [c,d],
γ ′[](t,x)≤  for (t,x) ∈ [a,b]× ]c,d],
(.)
and thus (.) implies that
γ ′′[,](t,x)≤  for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× ]c,d]. (.)
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Now, by virtue of Lemma ., to prove the theorem it remains to show that the function












[(b – a)(d – c)] λ
. (.)
Observe that, in view of equalities (.), (.), and Lemma .(iii), we have





for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× ]c,d]
and thus, by using (.), (.), and (.), we get







(x – c)λα for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× ]c,d].
Consequently,
the function δ(·,x)γ ′[](·,x) : ]a,b]→R is constant for every x ∈ ]c,d]. (.)
We can show in a similar manner that
the function δ(t, ·)γ ′[](t, ·) : ]c,d]→R is constant for every t ∈ ]a,b]. (.)








































)–α E–α(z(τ (t,x),x)) – E–α(z(t,x))
α(x – c)λα (.)
for a.e. (t,x) ∈ D because z(·,x) is an increasing absolutely continuous function for every








)–α E–α(z(t,μ(t,x))) – E–α(z(t,x))
α(t – a)λα (.)
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γ ′′[,](s,η) dηds for a.e. (t,x) ∈D.
Multiplying both sides of the latter equality by |p(t,x)| and using inequalities (.), (.),































≤ λ(α – β)t – a for a.e. (t,x) ∈D, (.)
respectively. Finally, by virtue of inequalities (.), (.) and (.), (.), (.), it follows
from (.) and (.) that the function γ satisﬁes also assumption (.) of Lemma . and
thus (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D). 
Proof of Corollary . According to Lemma .(iii) and (v), for any s, s ∈ [, j–α], s ≤ s,
there exists ξ ∈ [s, s] such that
E–α(s) – E–α(s) = (s – s)E′–α(ξ ) = –(s – s)ξE–α(ξ )
and thus we get
E–α(s) – E–α(s)≤ (s – s)sE–α() for ≤ s ≤ s ≤ j–α (.)
and
E–α(j–α)≤ E–α(s) for ≤ s≤ j–α (.)
because the function E–α is decreasing on [, j–α] as follows from Lemma .(iii), (iv).
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where the function z is deﬁned by (.). Consequently, it follows from (.), (.), and
(.) that
[
(t – a)(x – c)
]–λ(E–α(z(τ (t,x),x)) – E–α(z(t,x)))∣∣p(t,x)∣∣














for a.e. (t,x) ∈D,
i.e., inequality (.) holds for a.e. (t,x) ∈D. We can show in a similar manner that inequal-
ity (.) holds for a.e. (t,x) ∈ D, where the function z is deﬁned by (.). Therefore, the
assertion of the corollary follows from Theorem .. 






for t ∈ [a,b].
Since the function z(·,x) is absolutely continuous for every x ∈ [c,d], by using Lem-
ma .(v), we conclude that the function fx is absolutely continuous for every x ∈ [c,d],
as well. Moreover, by virtue of Lemma .(iii), we get









(t – a) for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× [c,d]. (.)





)≤ E–α() for (t,x) ∈D. (.)
Now (.) and (.) yield
f ′x(t)≥ –
j–α
(b – a)(d – c)E–α()(x – c) for (t,x) ∈ ]a,b]× [c,d].
















(b – a)(d – c)E–α()(x – c)(t – t). (.)
On the other hand, observe that, in view of assumption (.), for a.e. (t,x) ∈D such that
p(t,x) =  we have
a≤ τ (t,x)≤ t ≤ b.
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(b – a)(d – c)E–α()(x – c)
(




(b – a)(d – c)E–α(j–α)
≤ β
j–α




for a.e. (t,x) ∈D,
i.e., inequality (.)with λ =  holds for a.e. (t,x) ∈D.We can show in a similarmanner that
inequality (.) with λ =  holds for a.e. (t,x) ∈ D, as well. Consequently, all assumptions
of Theorem . with λ =  are satisﬁed and thus (p, τ ,μ) ∈ Sac(D). 
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Endnotes
a This notion is introduced in [19] (see also [18] and Lemma 3.2).
b See Lemma 3.2.
c This notion is introduced in [19] (see also [18]).
d See Lemma 3.2.
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